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About This Game

Q-YO Blaster

Is a horizontal Shoot 'Em Up , with peculiar characters, strange enemies, bullets, many bullets and many explosions. Enter the
miniature world and stop the threat.

Enjoy the rudeness with weapons, special powers and help from mystical beings.

Q-YO Blaster has a nice 2d environment with detailed pixel art scenarios, varied enemies section, stages, powers, improvements
and many more!

10 stages with animated backgrounds and high detail

Characters by class

Local Co-op

Arcade mode

Weapons and Perks
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Super Special Powers

Variety of enemies and confrontations against great bosses

Difficulty levels

CRT mode
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qyo blaster

I LOVE IT!

Buy this game immediately if you are a fan of shoot em ups! I had only saw a couple screenshots and a small trailer video, and
thought I had to wait for it on switch, to my surprise I found it here on steam for 1.19$!
Even without the sale it's only 4$ Talk about bang for your buck!
The graphics are really nice, with excellent color and I never felt confused by all the action and was able to clearly see where
enemy bullets were going.
The bosses are fun and the stages are challenging! Gotta check out Arcade Extreme once you finish the game!
Seriously, if you're low on cash but want a new game to play, definitely check out Q-YO BLASTER!!. A very fun lil' shmup for
a pretty small price. I paid $1.27 for it on sale and it's def worth that. Had I known how much enjoyment I'd get I would have
def paid the $3.99 though. hi,
it´s an fantastic arcade shooter... switch me back to the arcade cabinets.... good work

bye, HoMe. this game is your average side Scroll shooter, but what sets it apart from the others is its unique looking fun pixel
animated graphics, and the music, look and feel of this game takes me all the way back to when i was 12 years old when i was
really into these side and vertical Scroll shooters at the time, so yeah playing this game has brought back some nostalgic
memories. An actually fun game that actually works like it should, the developer is putting in effort for its user base to make the
game good and is charging a minimal amount for a good 2d scrolling shooter.
 Sound and music is even enjoyable without being annoying, the arts a little strange but good too everything seems to have its
place in the world. it works simply enough that you can hand the controller off to your maybe girl friend / kids / the uninitiated
in the videogame world and they will figure out how to play it and actually enjoy it.. I mean what other game can you play as a
guinea pig with a rocket strapped to it's back flying through the air fighting a giant snail on a red wagon. The game is short but
there are many different characters you can play as with differet powerups to select. I thought there was a lot of life put into the
animations of the enemies and backgrounds. Yes the cutscenes weren't the same quality but who plays shootemups for
cutscenes. It's all about the gameplay. For the price point it feels like I got a good deal. I think your guinea pig that the game was
in memory of would be quite satisfied with mr cheeks. HELLA FUN, brings back good ol arcade boiiss, <3 luv it. before cup
head was q/yo.

wacky graphics, amazing game play and a good variety of enemies make this game THE ONE SHOOT THEM UP TO PLAY.
highly recomended.. A nice 2D horizontal SHMUP. Several characters, unlockables, 10 stages, wacky enemies, and overall a
nice inexpensive game to play. The art is detailed, except for the player ships which I feel could use more polish. The translation
is also full of awkward Engrish, though, so that seriously needs a proofreader to go over it. It's only the story dialogue that's
awkward to read. I bought this game because I saw it posted on Steam Top 250's page, and it was on sale. The devs seem to be
actively adding new content, too. Fun game.. this game is your average side Scroll shooter, but what sets it apart from the others
is its unique looking fun pixel animated graphics, and the music, look and feel of this game takes me all the way back to when i
was 12 years old when i was really into these side and vertical Scroll shooters at the time, so yeah playing this game has brought
back some nostalgic memories
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Very cool shmup. Love the comical characters and enemies.. Old school is best school :))). Q-YO blaster is a blast. I already
reviewed it on itch, so I'll just quote that below:

"Just wanted to say that I got this on the sale, but this is easily worth full price or more. I couldn't put it down until I beat it! It
was a wild, awesome ride. I mean, how did you come up with a bonsai tree/snail shooting finger guns while riding in a red
wagon through the sky? The big pixel-art sprites are gorgeous. The game reminded me of cross between Parodius and Cuphead.
I had so much fun and could tell a bunch of love was put into it. Thank you for the great game!

The story made zero sense, but I loved the vibe. Keep making games! This is the kind of game that just makes me love indie-
devs.". I LOVE IT!

Buy this game immediately if you are a fan of shoot em ups! I had only saw a couple screenshots and a small trailer video, and
thought I had to wait for it on switch, to my surprise I found it here on steam for 1.19$!
Even without the sale it's only 4$ Talk about bang for your buck!
The graphics are really nice, with excellent color and I never felt confused by all the action and was able to clearly see where
enemy bullets were going.
The bosses are fun and the stages are challenging! Gotta check out Arcade Extreme once you finish the game!
Seriously, if you're low on cash but want a new game to play, definitely check out Q-YO BLASTER!!. What I say - great retro
art and sound, not too tough but not to easy either :). This is actually a mix of "steredenn" with "cuphead" with nice pixel
graphics and nice music too .Its a small game with not much content yet but its very fun and enjoyable ..Now its price is more
than amazing , a game like this should surely cost around 7-8 euro and i got it on sales for 0,60 lol.. Also the devs look very
active adding extra content and patching it and thats always +1 reason to support a game.. I dont know if im gonna spend many
hours in it but im sure that every hour that i ll spend it will be a fun hour! gg nice indie game. HELLA FUN, brings back good ol
arcade boiiss, <3 luv it. Very addicting game to play!!!!. FInished the game at the first attempt, got killed after killing bosses.
The game looks really great but doesn't feel that great.

I do recommend it only when priced 1.99USD or less.
. A vivid and bold art style that pays homage to classics like Metal Slug and more modern games like Cuphead. The difficulty is
paced properly and a level up system is present, allowing options like increase you ship speed to gaining an extra life. I would
recommend this to shmup fans and players who are interested in the genre and looking for a starting game.
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